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Patent Litigation Process

 Potentially Divides Patent Litigation into Stages

 Stage 1 takes Approximately 8 months until Litigation Commences

 Complex and Fast Paced Process

 Mandated Pre-litigation Discovery 

 Strategic or Accidental Failure to Comply Can Affect Remedies

 Stage 2 as early as 180 days prior to launch
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Procedure for Exchange of Patent 
Information

 351(k) Applicant must provide information to reference product 

sponsor within 20 days after FDA accepts application 

 Copy of application

 Description of “the process or processes used to manufacture the 

biological product that is the subject of such application”

 Additional information requested by sponsor, but not required

 Confidential Treatment

 Submit to outside counsel and one inside counsel who do not prosecute 

patents for reference product

 Can be shared with agent of patent owner under confidentiality 

agreement

 Information can only be used for purpose of determining patent 

infringement

 No disclosure of confidential information without written consent
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Procedure for Exchange of Patent 
Information

 Alternatively, 351(k) applicant and reference product sponsor can 

agree to a different procedure

 At least with regard to Confidentiality Provisions

 Potential to Agree to Completely Different Process

 Both parties may want to keep general framework but have more time to 

make decisions, especially if there are multiple filers

 What if 351(k) applicant doesn’t provide a copy of the application 

and manufacturing information to BLA?

 BLA sponsor, but not the 351(k), can file a DJ on patents that claim the 

product or a use of the product

 Will the information provided necessarily be enough to determine 

enforcement strategy?
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Procedure for Exchange of Patent 
Information (cont.)

 Within 60 days of receiving information from 351(k) applicant:

 Reference product sponsor must provide:

 List of all patents (owned or exclusively licensed) that may 

reasonably be infringed

 List of patents willing to be licensed

 What happens if Sponsor does not provide lists?

 Sponsor cannot DJ on patents that should have been listed

 Seems that 351(k) applicant also precluded from filing DJ until 

commercial marketing notice

 Within 60 days of receiving information from product sponsor:

 Applicant must provide (1) invalidity and non-infringement contentions; 

or (2) statement of intention to wait until patent expires to market; and 

(3) response to license list

 Applicant may also provide list of patents it believes are infringed
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Procedure for Exchange of Patent 
Information (cont.)

 What happens if Applicant does not provide contentions, etc?

 Sponsor can file DJ, but Applicant may not

 Within 60 days Product sponsor must provide detailed infringement 

and validity contentions

 What happens if product sponsor doesn’t provide detailed contentions?

 For newly issued or licensed patents, Sponsor must provide 

supplemental list within 30 days and 351(k) applicant has 30 days to 

respond with contentions
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Procedure for Exchange of Patent 
Information (cont.)

 Parties must engage in good faith negotiation to agree on patents 

that will be subject to patent infringement action

 If no agreement within 15 days

 Applicant notifies sponsor of number of patents it wants on the list

 Within 5 days, Parties simultaneously exchange the patents that should 

be subject to infringement action

 Reference sponsor can always list at least one patent, but otherwise 

cannot list more patents that the applicant

 Sponsor must bring action on those patents within 30 days

 If parties agree on list within 15 days

 Sponsor must bring action within 30 days of agreement

 If the Sponsor is late in suing or the case is dismissed without 

prejudice, the only remedy is a reasonable royalty
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Stage 2: Commercial Marketing Notice  

 Applicant must submit notice that complaints filed

 Applicant must provide notice 180 days before beginning 

commercial marketing

 Stage 2: Sponsor may seek preliminary injunction based on any 

patent that was listed in either initial patent list until court makes 

decision on patent

 If Applicant fails to provide either notice, then the Sponsor can file a 

DJ on any patent it listed
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Infringement Actions Based on Filing with 
FDA

 It is an act of infringement to:

 Submit 351(k) application if that patent is on list created by reference 

product sponsor or the 351(k) applicant including any new patents 

added to the list

 Submit biological product application without providing application and 

process information to reference product sponsor

 Sponsor can file a DJ on patents claiming the biological product or its 

use 
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Limitations on Remedies

 Permanent Injunction if product not yet approved due to 12 yr. 

exclusivity, but no damages if no commercialization

 Attorneys fees possible for exceptional case

 Reasonable royalty is the only remedy for infringement of patent if:

 Reference product sponsor fails to sue within 30 days of (1) agreement 

on patent list or (2) exchange of list of patents

 No declaratory judgment jurisdiction for patent that reference 

product sponsor fails to list
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